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Semantically Equivalent?

• All other religious buildings are mosques or Koranic schools founded after 
the abandonment of Old Ksar in 1957. 

• Tous les autres édifices sont des mosquées ou des écoles coraniques 
fondées à l’époque postérieure à l’abondance du vieux ksar en 1957.
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Semantically Equivalent?

• Although the sales were slow (admittedly, according to the band), the 
second single from the album, “Sweetest Surprise” reached No. 1 in 
Thailand within a few weeks of release. 

• Même si les exemplaires ont du mal à partier (comme l’admet le groupe), 
le second single de l’album, Sweetest Surprise, atteint la première place 
en Thaïlande la première semaine de sa sortie.
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Key Idea

• A sentence and its translation can convey essentially the same information 
overall despite slight semantic differences at the word/phrase level.
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Key Idea

• A sentence and its translation can convey essentially the same information 
overall despite slight semantic differences at the word/phrase level. 

• We say a translation pair exhibits fine-grained semantic divergence if 
there is any difference in semantics (even if the overall meaning is 
understood to be the same). 

• Equivalence = lack of divergence
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Semantically Equivalent?

• All other religious buildings are mosques or Koranic schools founded after 
the abandonment of Old Ksar in 1957. 

• Tous les autres édifices sont des mosquées ou des écoles coraniques 
fondées à l’époque postérieure à l’abondance du vieux ksar en 1957.
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Semantically Equivalent?

• Although the sales were slow (admittedly, according to the band), the 
second single from the album, “Sweetest Surprise” reached No. 1 in 
Thailand within a few weeks of release. 

• Même si les exemplaires ont du mal à partier (comme l’admet le groupe), 
le second single de l’album, Sweetest Surprise, atteint la première place 
en Thaïlande la première semaine de sa sortie [the first week of its 
release].
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Key Questions

• Can we develop an algorithm to predict fine-grained divergence vs. 
equivalence? 

• Can a semantic representation (AMR) help?
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This talk

We explore these questions with two language pairs: English-French and 
English-Spanish. 

• Background 

• Sentence-level vs. fine-grained judgments 

• Annotation 

• Automatic detection using Smatch 

• Gold vs. automatic AMR parses 

• Sentence similarity evaluation
11



Translation Divergences in CL

• Syntactic divergences: Two languages conventionally use different 
constructions to express the same meaning (“I like Mary” vs. “María me 
gusta à mi”) (Dorr, 1994; Deng & Xue, 2017) 

• Semantic divergences: The source sentence and its translation differ in 
meaning (Carpuat et al., 2017; Vyas et al., 2018) 

• Divergences cause di#iculties for MT and other uses of parallel texts
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Prior Approaches to Identifying Semantic Divergence

• Prior work identifying and classifying sentence-level divergences 
(Carpuat et al., 2017; Vyas et al., 2018) 

• REFreSD dataset of English-French sentence pairs annotated with three 
types of divergences (Briakou and Carpuat, 2020) 

• Fine-tuning to account for non-literal translations in the pre-training of 
cross-lingual language models (Zhai et al., 2020)
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Semantic Divergence Detection

• Aims to pick out parallel texts 
which have less than 
equivalent meaning 

• Current detection methods do 
not capture the full scope of 
semantic divergence 

• Rely on perceived 
sentence-level divergences
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He later scouted in Europe for the Montreal Canadiens.
(s / scout-02

:ARG0 (h / he)
:ARG1 (c / continent

:wiki "Europe"
:name "Europe")

:ARG2 (c2 / canadiens
:mod "Montreal")

:time (a / after))

Il a plus tard été dépisteur du Canadiens de Montréal en Eu-
rope. (He later scouted for the Montreal Canadiens in Eu-
rope.)
(d / dépister-02

:ARG0 (i / il)
:ARG1 (c / continent

:wiki "Europe"
:name "Europe")

:ARG2 (c2 / canadiens
:mod "Montreal")

:time (p / plus-tard))

Figure 2: A pair of sentences and their human an-
notated AMRs, for which the sentences receive a
“no meaning divergence” judgment in the REFreSD
dataset, and are also equivalent per AMR divergence.

vergence across parallel sentences. Figure 2, for175

example, illustrates a strictly meaning-equivalent176

sentence pair along with the AMRs. Though the177

sentences differ with respect to syntax and lexical-178

ization, the AMR graphs are structurally isomor-179

phic. If the AMR structures were to differ, that180

would signal a difference in meaning.181

Two particularly beneficial features of the AMR182

framework are the rooted structure of each graph,183

which elucidates the semantic focus of the sentence,184

as well as the concrete set of specific non-core185

roles, which are useful in classifying the specific186

relation between concepts/semantic units in the187

sentence. For example, in figure 3, the emphasis188

on the English sentence is on possession—your189

planet—but the emphasis on the Spanish sentence190

is on place of origin, asking, which planet are you191

from? This difference in meaning is reflected in the192

diverging roots of the AMRs.193

We find that non-core roles (such as :manner,194

:degree, and :time) are particularly helpful in195

identifying parallelism or lack of parallelism be-196

tween the sentences during the annotation process.197

This is because AMR abstracts away from the syn-198

tax (so that word order and part of speech choices199

do not affect equivalence), but instead explicitly200

codes relationships between concepts via seman-201

tic roles. Furthermore, AMRs use special frames202

for certain relations, such as have-rel-role-91203

and include-91, which can be useful in enforcing204

parallelism when the meaning is the same but the205

Which is your planet?
(p / planet

:poss (y / you)
:domain (a / amr-unknown))

¿ De qué planeta eres ? (Which planet are you from?)
(s / ser-de-91

:ARG1 (t / tú)
:ARG2 (p / planeta

:domain (a / amr-desconocido)))

Figure 3: Two parallel sentences and AMRs from the
Migueles-Abraira et al. English-Spanish AMR dataset,
which diverge in meaning. The Spanish role labels are
translated into English here for ease of comparison.

Although the sales were slow (admittedly, according to the
band), the second single from the album, "Sweetest Surprise"
reached No. 1 in Thailand within a few weeks of release.

Même si les exemplaires ont du mal à partir (comme l’admet
le groupe), le second single de l’album, Sweetest Surprise,
atteint la première place en Thaïlande la première semaine de
sa sortie.
Figure 4: Two parallel sentences from the REFreSD
dataset (Briakou and Carpuat, 2020) marked as having
no meaning divergence, but for which the AMRs di-
verge. Italicized spans indicate the cause of the AMR
divergence.

specific token is not the same. For example, if the 206

English and French both have a concession, but the 207

English marks it with “although” and the French 208

marks it with “mais” (but), the special frame role 209

will indicate this concession in the same way, pre- 210

serving parallelism. 211

Granularity of the REFreSD dataset. Another 212

example, using sentences from the REFreSD 213

dataset, is shown in figure 4. These sentences are 214

marked as having no meaning divergence in the 215

REFreSD dataset but do have diverging AMR pairs. 216

The difference highlighted by the AMR pairs is 217

the :time role of reach / atteindre. The English 218

sentence says that no. 1 is reached “within a few 219

weeks” of the release, while the French sentence 220

says that no. 1 is reached the first week of the re- 221

lease (la première semaine). In examples like this 222

one it is made evident that sentence-level diver- 223

gence (as appears in REFreSD) do not capture 224

all meaning differences. 225

We explore the ability to discover semantic diver- 226

gences in sentences either with gold parallel AMR 227

annotations or with automatically parsed AMRs us- 228

ing a multilingual AMR parser, in order to enable 229

the use of this approach on large corpora (consider- 230

ing that AMR annotation requires training). 231

We propose that an approach to detecting di- 232

vergences using AMR will be a stricter, finer- 233
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Two equivalent sentences in REFresD 
for which the AMRs diverge



AMR for Fine-Grained Semantic Divergence

• We hypothesize that a semantic representation 
such as AMR can facilitate precise meaning 
comparisons for fine-grained equivalence vs. 
divergence detection 

• Obtain semantic graphs of the source and target 
sentences, then compare 

• AMR attempts to abstract away from syntax, 
focusing attention on semantic structure in the form 
of a graph (Banarescu et al., 2013) 

• Previously studied as a semi-interlingua (Xue et al., 
2014; Wein and Schneider, 2021; Wein et al., 2022)
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A crosslinguistic comparison of parallel 
AMRs (Xue et al., 2014)



Annotation of 100 French-English Pairs

• Sentence pairs from REFrESD dataset, 
with sentence-level equivalence 
ratings (Briakou and Carpuat, 2020) 

• Annotated both sides with AMR 

• Examined each pair of AMRs, 
annotated whether their contents are 
equivalent

He later scouted in Europe for the Montreal Canadiens.
(s / scout-02

:ARG0 (h / he)
:ARG1 (c / continent

:wiki "Europe"
:name "Europe")

:ARG2 (c2 / canadiens
:mod "Montreal")

:time (a / after))

Il a plus tard été dépisteur du Canadiens de Montréal en Eu-
rope. (He later scouted for the Montreal Canadiens in Eu-
rope.)
(d / dépister-02

:ARG0 (i / il)
:ARG1 (c / continent

:wiki "Europe"
:name "Europe")

:ARG2 (c2 / canadiens
:mod "Montreal")

:time (p / plus-tard))

Figure 2: A pair of sentences and their human an-
notated AMRs, for which the sentences receive a
“no meaning divergence” judgment in the REFreSD
dataset, and are also equivalent per AMR divergence.

vergence across parallel sentences. Figure 2, for175

example, illustrates a strictly meaning-equivalent176

sentence pair along with the AMRs. Though the177

sentences differ with respect to syntax and lexical-178

ization, the AMR graphs are structurally isomor-179

phic. If the AMR structures were to differ, that180

would signal a difference in meaning.181

Two particularly beneficial features of the AMR182

framework are the rooted structure of each graph,183

which elucidates the semantic focus of the sentence,184

as well as the concrete set of specific non-core185

roles, which are useful in classifying the specific186

relation between concepts/semantic units in the187

sentence. For example, in figure 3, the emphasis188

on the English sentence is on possession—your189

planet—but the emphasis on the Spanish sentence190

is on place of origin, asking, which planet are you191

from? This difference in meaning is reflected in the192

diverging roots of the AMRs.193

We find that non-core roles (such as :manner,194

:degree, and :time) are particularly helpful in195

identifying parallelism or lack of parallelism be-196

tween the sentences during the annotation process.197

This is because AMR abstracts away from the syn-198

tax (so that word order and part of speech choices199

do not affect equivalence), but instead explicitly200

codes relationships between concepts via seman-201

tic roles. Furthermore, AMRs use special frames202

for certain relations, such as have-rel-role-91203

and include-91, which can be useful in enforcing204

parallelism when the meaning is the same but the205

Which is your planet?
(p / planet

:poss (y / you)
:domain (a / amr-unknown))

¿ De qué planeta eres ? (Which planet are you from?)
(s / ser-de-91

:ARG1 (t / tú)
:ARG2 (p / planeta

:domain (a / amr-desconocido)))

Figure 3: Two parallel sentences and AMRs from the
Migueles-Abraira et al. English-Spanish AMR dataset,
which diverge in meaning. The Spanish role labels are
translated into English here for ease of comparison.

Although the sales were slow (admittedly, according to the
band), the second single from the album, "Sweetest Surprise"
reached No. 1 in Thailand within a few weeks of release.

Même si les exemplaires ont du mal à partir (comme l’admet
le groupe), le second single de l’album, Sweetest Surprise,
atteint la première place en Thaïlande la première semaine de
sa sortie.
Figure 4: Two parallel sentences from the REFreSD
dataset (Briakou and Carpuat, 2020) marked as having
no meaning divergence, but for which the AMRs di-
verge. Italicized spans indicate the cause of the AMR
divergence.

specific token is not the same. For example, if the 206

English and French both have a concession, but the 207

English marks it with “although” and the French 208

marks it with “mais” (but), the special frame role 209

will indicate this concession in the same way, pre- 210

serving parallelism. 211

Granularity of the REFreSD dataset. Another 212

example, using sentences from the REFreSD 213

dataset, is shown in figure 4. These sentences are 214

marked as having no meaning divergence in the 215

REFreSD dataset but do have diverging AMR pairs. 216

The difference highlighted by the AMR pairs is 217

the :time role of reach / atteindre. The English 218

sentence says that no. 1 is reached “within a few 219

weeks” of the release, while the French sentence 220

says that no. 1 is reached the first week of the re- 221

lease (la première semaine). In examples like this 222

one it is made evident that sentence-level diver- 223

gence (as appears in REFreSD) do not capture 224

all meaning differences. 225

We explore the ability to discover semantic diver- 226

gences in sentences either with gold parallel AMR 227

annotations or with automatically parsed AMRs us- 228

ing a multilingual AMR parser, in order to enable 229

the use of this approach on large corpora (consider- 230

ing that AMR annotation requires training). 231

We propose that an approach to detecting di- 232

vergences using AMR will be a stricter, finer- 233

3

Sentences and AMRs for a pair of sentences which are 
equivalent in REFreSD (sentence-level) and via AMR.
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AMR- vs Sentence-level Divergence

18

First indication that AMR captures finer-grained divergences

Comparison between AMR Divergence annotations and Sentence-level 
Divergence REFreSD annotations for 100 French-English sentences

grained measurement of semantic divergence than234

perceived sentence-level judgments. The use of a235

finer-grained metric would enable more effective236

filtering of parallel corpora to sentences which have237

minimal semantic divergence.238

4 Examining and Automatically239

Detecting Differences in Gold AMRs240

In this section, we evaluate the ability of AMR to241

expose fine-grained differences in parallel sen-242

tences and how to automatically detect those dif-243

ferences. In order to do so, we produce and exam-244

ine English-French AMR pairs, which is the first245

annotated dataset of French AMRs.246

4.1 Examination of Gold AMR Data247

We focus on French for effective comparison with248

sentence-level semantic divergence models (be-249

cause of the available resources), though it also250

makes for ideal candidates in a cross-lingual AMR251

comparison, as it is broadly syntactically similar to252

English. This suggests that the AMRs could be ex-253

pected to look similar (though not exactly the same)254

as inflectional morphology and function words are255

not represented in AMR. Prior work has investi-256

gated the transferability of AMR to languages other257

than English, and has found that it is not exactly an258

interlingua, but in some cases cross-lingual AMRs259

align well. Additionally, some languages are more260

compatible (Chinese) with English AMR than other261

languages (Czech) (Xue et al., 2014).262

English-French AMR Parallel Corpus In in-263

vestigating the differences between the degree of264

divergence captured by AMR and sentence-level di-265

vergence, we aim to compare quantitative measures266

of AMR similarity with corresponding sentence-267

level judgments of similarity. In order to compare268

human judgments and AMR judgments, we de-269

velop the first French-English AMR parallel cor-270

pus, which represents the first application of AMR271

to French. We produce gold AMR annotations272

for 100 sentences, which were randomly sampled,273

from the REFreSD dataset (Briakou and Carpuat,274

2020; Linh and Nguyen, 2019).1 For the French275

AMR annotation process, the role/argument labels276

were added in English as has been done in related277

non-English AMR corpora (Sobrevilla Cabezudo278

and Pardo, 2019), and the concept (node) labels279

1We also test our system on the full REFreSD dataset,
using an automatic AMR parser (described in §5).

were in French.2 280

AMR Div. AMR Equi.

Sentence-Level Div. 57 0

Sentence-Level Equi. 26 17

Table 1: Comparison between AMR Divergence anno-
tations and Sentence-Level Divergence REFreSD anno-
tations for 100 French-English sentences.

Findings from Corpus Annotation In light of 281

our research question considering whether AMR 282

can serve as a proxy of fine-grained semantic di- 283

vergence, we consider both qualitative and quan- 284

titative evidence. While producing this small cor- 285

pus of French-English parallel AMRs, our suspi- 286

cions that AMR would be able to more fully cap- 287

ture semantic divergence than perceived sentence- 288

level divergence were confirmed. We uncovered a 289

number of ways in which perceived sentence-level 290

equivalence is challenged by the notion of AMR 291

divergence. Take the example in figure 1. The dif- 292

ference between “religious” being applied in the 293

French sentence and appearing in the English sen- 294

tence is not captured by perceived sentence-level 295

divergence, but is captured by AMR divergence. 296

Quantitative results appear in table 1. There 297

are no instances where the sentence-level annota- 298

tion claims that the sentences are divergent but the 299

AMR annotations are equivalent. Conversely, there 300

are 26 instances with AMR divergence but no per- 301

ceived sentence-level semantic divergence. From 302

this annotation we find that AMR divergence is a 303

finer-grained measure of divergence than perceived 304

sentence-level divergence. 305

4.2 Quantifying Divergence in Cross-Lingual 306

AMR Pairs 307

We have shown that not all pairs that humans con- 308

sidered equivalent at the sentence level receive iso- 309

morphic AMRs because they actually contain low- 310

level semantic divergences. This suggests AMRs 311

can be useful for more sensitive automatic detec- 312

tion of divergence. Now, we investigate whether 313

we can automatically detect and quantify this di- 314

vergence on gold AMRs via the graph comparison 315

algorithm Smatch. In order to quantify this di- 316

vergence in cross-lingual AMR pairs, we develop 317

a simple pipeline algorithm which is a modified 318

version of Smatch and incorporates token align- 319

ment. We test our modified Smatch algorithm on 320

2The specific concept sense numbers were based on En-
glish PropBank frames (Kingsbury and Palmer, 2002; Palmer
et al., 2005).
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Automatic Comparison of AMRs

• The Smatch algorithm (Cai and Knight, 2012) is the most widely used 
metric for AMR parsing 

• It computes an F1 score based on searching for an optimal alignment of 
nodes 

• We are aligning graphs cross-lingually: different labels. We use a word 
aligner (fast_align; Dyer et al., 2013) to project the labels before running 
Smatch
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Automatic Binary Classification of AMR-Divergence

Binary divergence classification on 100 gold French-English 
AMR pairs, as measured by our finer-grained measure of 
divergence (cross-lingual adaptation of Smatch) for the 
same English-French parallel sentences

Binary divergence classification on 
50 gold Spanish-English AMR pairs 
(Migueles-Abraira et al. 2018; Wein 
and Schneider, 2021)

20

gold English-French AMR pairs and gold English-321

Spanish AMR pairs in comparison to the similarity322

scores output by Briakou and Carpuat (2020).323

Modified cross-lingual version of Smatch. Our324

simple pipeline algorithm extends Smatch, a mea-325

surement of similarity between two (English)326

AMRs (Cai and Knight, 2013). Smatch quanti-327

fies the similarity of two AMRs by searching for an328

alignment of nodes between them that maximizes329

the F1-score of matching (node1, role, node2) and330

(node1, instance-of, concept) triples common be-331

tween the graphs. However, Smatch was designed332

to compare AMRs in the same language, with the333

same role and concept vocabularies.334

To compare AMR nodes across languages, the335

nodes first need to be cross-lingually aligned. This336

involves translating the concept and role labels. We337

take a simple approach of first word-aligning the338

sentence pair to ascertain corresponding concepts339

(most of which are lemmas of content words in the340

sentence). Our approach is similar to that of AM-341

RICA (Saphra and Lopez, 2015), but we use a differ-342

ent word aligner (fast_align rather than GIZA++3)343

and deterministic translation of role names if the344

labels are not in English.345

The Smatch score produced is an F1 score from346

0 to 1 where 1 indicates that the AMRs are equiva-347

lent. This can be converted to a binary judgment,348

where all non-1 pairs are divergent, or used as a349

continuous value (as in §5).350

Testing our Approach on Gold AMRs. One of351

the benefits of leveraging semantic representations352

in our approach to semantic divergence detection is353

that the identification of divergence boils down to354

determining whether the graphs are isomorphic or355

not (and accurate word alignment). This suggests356

that our pipeline algorithm (§4.2) should be highly357

effective at identifying whether AMR pairs are di-358

vergent or equivalent. In order to test our AMR-359

based approach to strict semantic equivalence iden-360

tification, we first test on gold AMRs, which are361

created by humans and thus have no external noise362

from being automatically parsed.363

We expect that our AMR divergence character-364

ization would behave differently from a classifier365

of sentence-level divergence. This is because the366

sentence-level classification methods require spe-367

cialized training data and as such learn to classify368

3fast_align has been shown to produce more accurate word
alignments, such as in the case for Latvian-English translation
(Girgzdis et al., 2014).

based on the perceived sentence-level judgments 369

of semantic divergence. To test the strictness of 370

our framing, we validate our quantification on gold 371

English-French and gold English-Spanish cross- 372

lingual AMR pairs. 373

Equivalent (17) Divergent (83) All

System P R F1 P R F1 F1

Ours 1.00 0.82 0.90 0.97 1.00 0.98 0.97
BC’20 0.39 0.82 0.53 0.95 0.73 0.83 0.75

Table 2: FR-EN: Binary divergence classification on
on 100 gold French-English AMR pairs, annotated for
sentences from the REFreSD dataset. Precision (P),
Recall (R), and F1 scores are reported for the Equiv-
alent, Divergent, and All AMR pairs. We compare
the performance of our model with the performance of
the (Briakou and Carpuat, 2020) model, referenced as
BC’20, on our finer-grained measure of divergence for
the same English-French parallel sentences.

Results on Gold English-French AMR Pairs 374

We test our pipeline algorithm on the 100 English- 375

French annotated AMR pairs described in §4.1. 376

As expected, the simple pipeline algorithm is very 377

accurate at correctly predicting whether the cross- 378

lingual pairs do or do not diverge according to the 379

stricter criterion. 380

Table 2 showcases the ability of our pipeline 381

system and the (Briakou and Carpuat, 2020) system 382

(described in §2) to identify these finer-grained 383

semantic divergences. On these English-French 384

AMR pairs, the F1 score for our system is 0.97 385

overall and 1.00 for equivalent AMR pairs. This 386

high level of accuracy indicates we can reliably 387

predict cross-lingual AMR divergence. 388

The (Briakou and Carpuat, 2020) system per- 389

forms worse when using our finer-grained delin- 390

eation of semantic divergence, achieving an F1 391

score of 0.75.4 Unsurprisingly, the precision, recall, 392

and F1 for the their system is lower than the perfor- 393

mance of our system, because theirs is not trained 394

to pick up on these more subtle divergences. Note 395

that on their own measure of divergence (perceived 396

sentence-level divergence), the system achieves an 397

F1 score of 0.85 on these same 100 sentences. 398

Of the 3 errors made by our algorithm (in all 399

cases, classifying equivalent AMR pairs as diver- 400

gent), 2 of the 3 are caused by word alignment 401

errors. Named entities seem to pose an issue with 402

fast_align for our use case. 403

4The Briakou and Carpuat (2020) system does not take
AMRs as input, so we use the corresponding sentences as
input for their system.
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Equivalent (13) Divergent (37) All

System P R F1 P R F1 F1

Ours 1.00 0.92 0.96 0.97 1.00 0.99 0.98
BC’20 0.24 0.38 0.29 0.72 0.57 0.64 0.52

Table 3: EN-ES: Binary divergence classification with
gold parallel AMRs. Included are Precision (P), Recall
(R), and F1 for the Equivalent, Divergent, and All AMR
pairs for our pipeline algorithm compared to the system
by Briakou and Carpuat (2020), referenced as BC’20,
on the same English-Spanish parallel sentences.

Results on Gold English-Spanish AMR Pairs.404

In addition to testing our system on our English-405

French AMR annotations, we test our system on the406

50 English-Spanish AMRs and sentences released407

by Migueles-Abraira et al. (2018), who collected408

sentences from The Little Prince and altered them409

to be more literal translations. Recent work clas-410

sified these AMRs via AMR structural divergence411

schema (Wein and Schneider, 2021) (mentioned in412

§2).413

In table 3, we measure the ability of our pipeline414

system and the (Briakou and Carpuat, 2020) system415

to detect semantic divergences at a stricter level, as416

picked up by the AMR divergence schema.417

Our system performs similarly well on Spanish-418

English pairs as it did on the English-French pairs,419

described in table 2. This demonstrates that our420

pipeline algorithm is not limited to success on only421

one language pair, and we further affirm that the422

simple pipeline algorithm is a reliable way to pre-423

dict cross-lingual AMR divergence.424

5 Strictness Results Using Automatic425

English-French AMR Parses426

In §4, we showed that we are able to use gold (hu-427

man annotated) AMRs to capture a finer-grained428

level of semantic divergence, quantifiable via429

Smatch. We extend this further by determining430

whether fine-grained semantic divergences can be431

detected well even when using noisy automati-432

cally parsed AMRs. To do so, we compare the433

the Smatch scores of automatically parsed AMR434

pairs with the human judgments output on the corre-435

sponding sentences by Briakou and Carpuat (2020).436

To take the expensive human annotation piece437

out of the process, we show that automatic AMR438

parses can be used instead of gold annotations by439

establishing a threshold, instead of via binary clas-440

sification. Therefore, we use the F1 score output441

by our pipeline algorithm as a continuous score442

and establish thresholds to divide the data between443

divergent and equivalent. 444

We automatically parse cross-lingual AMRs for 445

the entirety of the English-French parallel RE- 446

FreSD dataset (1033 pairs). The REFreSD dataset 447

is parsed using the mbart-st version of SGL, a state- 448

of-the-art multilingual AMR parser (Procopio et al., 449

2021). The (monolingual) Smatch score for the 450

SGL parser, comparing our gold AMRs with the 451

automatically parsed AMRs, is 0.41 for the 100 452

French sentences using Smatch (0.43 using our 453

pipeline algorithm)5 and 0.52 for the 100 parallel 454

English sentences using Smatch. 455

In doing error analysis, we find that the data 456

points which are classified as having no meaning 457

divergence but have extremely low F1 scores are 458

largely suffering from parser error. We do find that 459

there are pairs classified in REFreSD as having 460

no meaning divergence at the sentence-level that 461

do correctly receive low F1 scores. For example, 462

the sentence pair in figure 4, which has a REFreSD 463

annotation of sentence-level equivalence and a gold 464

AMR-level annotation of divergence, was assigned 465

an F1 score of 0.3469. 466

Despite Smatch scores of 0.5 between the gold 467

and automatic parses, both are usable for the task 468

of detecting finer-grained semantic equivalence. 469

To demonstrate the usefulness of our continuous 470

metric of semantic divergence using automatically 471

parsed AMR pairs, we develop potential thresholds 472

at which you could separate data as being equiva- 473

lent vs. divergent. 474

Because our metric is more sensitive, a prac- 475

titioner could choose their own threshold by de- 476

termining appropriate precision (how semantically 477

equivalent they wanted a subset of filtered data to 478

be) and recall (how much data they are willing 479

to filter out) needs. This tradeoff is depicted in 480

figure 5. For example, if all pairs are marked as 481

equivalent, precision would be approximately 40% 482

on the REFreSD dataset if considering solely the 483

“no meaning divergence” pairs equivalent. 484

Comparing with model probabilities. Though 485

it is reasonable to assume that if the gold AMR 486

annotations provide a distinctly finer-grained mea- 487

sure of divergence than sentence-level divergence 488

5The SGL parser approaches cross-lingual parsing as the
task of recovering the AMR graph for the English translation
of the sentence, as defined in prior work (Damonte and Cohen,
2018). The result is that the parses of French sentences are
largely in English, and default to French concepts only for out-
of-vocabulary French words. The alignments in our pipeline
account for this to better reward the native French concepts.

6

Proof of concept with gold AMRs



Automatic Binary Classification of AMR-Divergence

Binary divergence classification on 100 gold French-English 
AMR pairs, as measured by our finer-grained measure of 
divergence (cross-lingual adaptation of Smatch) for the 
same English-French parallel sentences

Binary divergence classification on 
50 gold Spanish-English AMR pairs 
(Migueles-Abraira et al. 2018; Wein 
and Schneider, 2021)

21

gold English-French AMR pairs and gold English-321

Spanish AMR pairs in comparison to the similarity322

scores output by Briakou and Carpuat (2020).323

Modified cross-lingual version of Smatch. Our324

simple pipeline algorithm extends Smatch, a mea-325

surement of similarity between two (English)326

AMRs (Cai and Knight, 2013). Smatch quanti-327

fies the similarity of two AMRs by searching for an328

alignment of nodes between them that maximizes329

the F1-score of matching (node1, role, node2) and330

(node1, instance-of, concept) triples common be-331

tween the graphs. However, Smatch was designed332

to compare AMRs in the same language, with the333

same role and concept vocabularies.334

To compare AMR nodes across languages, the335

nodes first need to be cross-lingually aligned. This336

involves translating the concept and role labels. We337

take a simple approach of first word-aligning the338

sentence pair to ascertain corresponding concepts339

(most of which are lemmas of content words in the340

sentence). Our approach is similar to that of AM-341

RICA (Saphra and Lopez, 2015), but we use a differ-342

ent word aligner (fast_align rather than GIZA++3)343

and deterministic translation of role names if the344

labels are not in English.345

The Smatch score produced is an F1 score from346

0 to 1 where 1 indicates that the AMRs are equiva-347

lent. This can be converted to a binary judgment,348

where all non-1 pairs are divergent, or used as a349

continuous value (as in §5).350

Testing our Approach on Gold AMRs. One of351

the benefits of leveraging semantic representations352

in our approach to semantic divergence detection is353

that the identification of divergence boils down to354

determining whether the graphs are isomorphic or355

not (and accurate word alignment). This suggests356

that our pipeline algorithm (§4.2) should be highly357

effective at identifying whether AMR pairs are di-358

vergent or equivalent. In order to test our AMR-359

based approach to strict semantic equivalence iden-360

tification, we first test on gold AMRs, which are361

created by humans and thus have no external noise362

from being automatically parsed.363

We expect that our AMR divergence character-364

ization would behave differently from a classifier365

of sentence-level divergence. This is because the366

sentence-level classification methods require spe-367

cialized training data and as such learn to classify368

3fast_align has been shown to produce more accurate word
alignments, such as in the case for Latvian-English translation
(Girgzdis et al., 2014).

based on the perceived sentence-level judgments 369

of semantic divergence. To test the strictness of 370

our framing, we validate our quantification on gold 371

English-French and gold English-Spanish cross- 372

lingual AMR pairs. 373

Equivalent (17) Divergent (83) All

System P R F1 P R F1 F1

Ours 1.00 0.82 0.90 0.97 1.00 0.98 0.97
BC’20 0.39 0.82 0.53 0.95 0.73 0.83 0.75

Table 2: FR-EN: Binary divergence classification on
on 100 gold French-English AMR pairs, annotated for
sentences from the REFreSD dataset. Precision (P),
Recall (R), and F1 scores are reported for the Equiv-
alent, Divergent, and All AMR pairs. We compare
the performance of our model with the performance of
the (Briakou and Carpuat, 2020) model, referenced as
BC’20, on our finer-grained measure of divergence for
the same English-French parallel sentences.

Results on Gold English-French AMR Pairs 374

We test our pipeline algorithm on the 100 English- 375

French annotated AMR pairs described in §4.1. 376

As expected, the simple pipeline algorithm is very 377

accurate at correctly predicting whether the cross- 378

lingual pairs do or do not diverge according to the 379

stricter criterion. 380

Table 2 showcases the ability of our pipeline 381

system and the (Briakou and Carpuat, 2020) system 382

(described in §2) to identify these finer-grained 383

semantic divergences. On these English-French 384

AMR pairs, the F1 score for our system is 0.97 385

overall and 1.00 for equivalent AMR pairs. This 386

high level of accuracy indicates we can reliably 387

predict cross-lingual AMR divergence. 388

The (Briakou and Carpuat, 2020) system per- 389

forms worse when using our finer-grained delin- 390

eation of semantic divergence, achieving an F1 391

score of 0.75.4 Unsurprisingly, the precision, recall, 392

and F1 for the their system is lower than the perfor- 393

mance of our system, because theirs is not trained 394

to pick up on these more subtle divergences. Note 395

that on their own measure of divergence (perceived 396

sentence-level divergence), the system achieves an 397

F1 score of 0.85 on these same 100 sentences. 398

Of the 3 errors made by our algorithm (in all 399

cases, classifying equivalent AMR pairs as diver- 400

gent), 2 of the 3 are caused by word alignment 401

errors. Named entities seem to pose an issue with 402

fast_align for our use case. 403

4The Briakou and Carpuat (2020) system does not take
AMRs as input, so we use the corresponding sentences as
input for their system.
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Equivalent (13) Divergent (37) All

System P R F1 P R F1 F1

Ours 1.00 0.92 0.96 0.97 1.00 0.99 0.98
BC’20 0.24 0.38 0.29 0.72 0.57 0.64 0.52

Table 3: EN-ES: Binary divergence classification with
gold parallel AMRs. Included are Precision (P), Recall
(R), and F1 for the Equivalent, Divergent, and All AMR
pairs for our pipeline algorithm compared to the system
by Briakou and Carpuat (2020), referenced as BC’20,
on the same English-Spanish parallel sentences.

Results on Gold English-Spanish AMR Pairs.404

In addition to testing our system on our English-405

French AMR annotations, we test our system on the406

50 English-Spanish AMRs and sentences released407

by Migueles-Abraira et al. (2018), who collected408

sentences from The Little Prince and altered them409

to be more literal translations. Recent work clas-410

sified these AMRs via AMR structural divergence411

schema (Wein and Schneider, 2021) (mentioned in412

§2).413

In table 3, we measure the ability of our pipeline414

system and the (Briakou and Carpuat, 2020) system415

to detect semantic divergences at a stricter level, as416

picked up by the AMR divergence schema.417

Our system performs similarly well on Spanish-418

English pairs as it did on the English-French pairs,419

described in table 2. This demonstrates that our420

pipeline algorithm is not limited to success on only421

one language pair, and we further affirm that the422

simple pipeline algorithm is a reliable way to pre-423

dict cross-lingual AMR divergence.424

5 Strictness Results Using Automatic425

English-French AMR Parses426

In §4, we showed that we are able to use gold (hu-427

man annotated) AMRs to capture a finer-grained428

level of semantic divergence, quantifiable via429

Smatch. We extend this further by determining430

whether fine-grained semantic divergences can be431

detected well even when using noisy automati-432

cally parsed AMRs. To do so, we compare the433

the Smatch scores of automatically parsed AMR434

pairs with the human judgments output on the corre-435

sponding sentences by Briakou and Carpuat (2020).436

To take the expensive human annotation piece437

out of the process, we show that automatic AMR438

parses can be used instead of gold annotations by439

establishing a threshold, instead of via binary clas-440

sification. Therefore, we use the F1 score output441

by our pipeline algorithm as a continuous score442

and establish thresholds to divide the data between443

divergent and equivalent. 444

We automatically parse cross-lingual AMRs for 445

the entirety of the English-French parallel RE- 446

FreSD dataset (1033 pairs). The REFreSD dataset 447

is parsed using the mbart-st version of SGL, a state- 448

of-the-art multilingual AMR parser (Procopio et al., 449

2021). The (monolingual) Smatch score for the 450

SGL parser, comparing our gold AMRs with the 451

automatically parsed AMRs, is 0.41 for the 100 452

French sentences using Smatch (0.43 using our 453

pipeline algorithm)5 and 0.52 for the 100 parallel 454

English sentences using Smatch. 455

In doing error analysis, we find that the data 456

points which are classified as having no meaning 457

divergence but have extremely low F1 scores are 458

largely suffering from parser error. We do find that 459

there are pairs classified in REFreSD as having 460

no meaning divergence at the sentence-level that 461

do correctly receive low F1 scores. For example, 462

the sentence pair in figure 4, which has a REFreSD 463

annotation of sentence-level equivalence and a gold 464

AMR-level annotation of divergence, was assigned 465

an F1 score of 0.3469. 466

Despite Smatch scores of 0.5 between the gold 467

and automatic parses, both are usable for the task 468

of detecting finer-grained semantic equivalence. 469

To demonstrate the usefulness of our continuous 470

metric of semantic divergence using automatically 471

parsed AMR pairs, we develop potential thresholds 472

at which you could separate data as being equiva- 473

lent vs. divergent. 474

Because our metric is more sensitive, a prac- 475

titioner could choose their own threshold by de- 476

termining appropriate precision (how semantically 477

equivalent they wanted a subset of filtered data to 478

be) and recall (how much data they are willing 479

to filter out) needs. This tradeoff is depicted in 480

figure 5. For example, if all pairs are marked as 481

equivalent, precision would be approximately 40% 482

on the REFreSD dataset if considering solely the 483

“no meaning divergence” pairs equivalent. 484

Comparing with model probabilities. Though 485

it is reasonable to assume that if the gold AMR 486

annotations provide a distinctly finer-grained mea- 487

sure of divergence than sentence-level divergence 488

5The SGL parser approaches cross-lingual parsing as the
task of recovering the AMR graph for the English translation
of the sentence, as defined in prior work (Damonte and Cohen,
2018). The result is that the parses of French sentences are
largely in English, and default to French concepts only for out-
of-vocabulary French words. The alignments in our pipeline
account for this to better reward the native French concepts.
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Using Automatic AMR Parses

• Larger-scale experiment with 1033 pairs, automatic parses (SGL; Procopio 
et al., 2021) 

• Crosslingual parsing for French (predict English-style AMRs) 

• Parser correctness via monolingual Smatch: 0.52 (English), ≈0.42 (French) 

• We don’t have fine-grained equivalence annotations for this larger set, so 
we evaluate using REFreSD annotations 

• Need to decide AMR similarity threshold 

• Various thresholds will result in higher precision/recall
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Using Automatic AMR Parses

• Clear precision/recall 
tradeoff when evaluated on 
different criteria in REFreSD 

• We further compare 
probabilities of our model to 
BC’20. BC’20 probabilities 
tend to be toward the 
extremes (near 0 or 1)—our 
approach has more flexibility 
in tuning the threshold.

Precision / recall curve for equivalence 
detection in the 1033 sentence pairs in the 
full REFreSD dataset (English-French) using 
automatic AMR parses.
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Semantic Textual Similarity Comparison

• Compare multilingual BERTscore (Zhang et al., 2020) to AMR-level 
divergence for semantic textual similarity in 301 Spanish-English sentence 
pairs 

• Translate-then-Parse system (Uhrig et al., 2021)
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AMR vs mBERTscore

• At any high threshold of 
similarity, sentences ranked 
highly via AMR are judged to 
be more similar by humans 

• mBERTscore’s overall 
correlation is slightly 
higher 

→ AMR is better at identifying 
which sentences are exactly 
semantically equivalent

All data points normalized to a range of 
0 to 1 for the Spanish-English sentence 
pairs, including human judgment, AMR 
similarity score, and mBERTscore.
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Key Finding
AMR facilitates a stricter measure of fine-grained 
semantic equivalence in translation pairs.

26

He later scouted in Europe for the Montreal Canadiens.
(s / scout-02

:ARG0 (h / he)
:ARG1 (c / continent

:wiki "Europe"
:name "Europe")

:ARG2 (c2 / canadiens
:mod "Montreal")

:time (a / after))

Il a plus tard été dépisteur du Canadiens de Montréal en Eu-
rope. (He later scouted for the Montreal Canadiens in Eu-
rope.)
(d / dépister-02

:ARG0 (i / il)
:ARG1 (c / continent

:wiki "Europe"
:name "Europe")

:ARG2 (c2 / canadiens
:mod "Montreal")

:time (p / plus-tard))

Figure 2: A pair of sentences and their human an-
notated AMRs, for which the sentences receive a
“no meaning divergence” judgment in the REFreSD
dataset, and are also equivalent per AMR divergence.

vergence across parallel sentences. Figure 2, for175

example, illustrates a strictly meaning-equivalent176

sentence pair along with the AMRs. Though the177

sentences differ with respect to syntax and lexical-178

ization, the AMR graphs are structurally isomor-179

phic. If the AMR structures were to differ, that180

would signal a difference in meaning.181

Two particularly beneficial features of the AMR182

framework are the rooted structure of each graph,183

which elucidates the semantic focus of the sentence,184

as well as the concrete set of specific non-core185

roles, which are useful in classifying the specific186

relation between concepts/semantic units in the187

sentence. For example, in figure 3, the emphasis188

on the English sentence is on possession—your189

planet—but the emphasis on the Spanish sentence190

is on place of origin, asking, which planet are you191

from? This difference in meaning is reflected in the192

diverging roots of the AMRs.193

We find that non-core roles (such as :manner,194

:degree, and :time) are particularly helpful in195

identifying parallelism or lack of parallelism be-196

tween the sentences during the annotation process.197

This is because AMR abstracts away from the syn-198

tax (so that word order and part of speech choices199

do not affect equivalence), but instead explicitly200

codes relationships between concepts via seman-201

tic roles. Furthermore, AMRs use special frames202

for certain relations, such as have-rel-role-91203

and include-91, which can be useful in enforcing204

parallelism when the meaning is the same but the205

Which is your planet?
(p / planet

:poss (y / you)
:domain (a / amr-unknown))

¿ De qué planeta eres ? (Which planet are you from?)
(s / ser-de-91

:ARG1 (t / tú)
:ARG2 (p / planeta

:domain (a / amr-desconocido)))

Figure 3: Two parallel sentences and AMRs from the
Migueles-Abraira et al. English-Spanish AMR dataset,
which diverge in meaning. The Spanish role labels are
translated into English here for ease of comparison.

Although the sales were slow (admittedly, according to the
band), the second single from the album, "Sweetest Surprise"
reached No. 1 in Thailand within a few weeks of release.

Même si les exemplaires ont du mal à partir (comme l’admet
le groupe), le second single de l’album, Sweetest Surprise,
atteint la première place en Thaïlande la première semaine de
sa sortie.
Figure 4: Two parallel sentences from the REFreSD
dataset (Briakou and Carpuat, 2020) marked as having
no meaning divergence, but for which the AMRs di-
verge. Italicized spans indicate the cause of the AMR
divergence.

specific token is not the same. For example, if the 206

English and French both have a concession, but the 207

English marks it with “although” and the French 208

marks it with “mais” (but), the special frame role 209

will indicate this concession in the same way, pre- 210

serving parallelism. 211

Granularity of the REFreSD dataset. Another 212

example, using sentences from the REFreSD 213

dataset, is shown in figure 4. These sentences are 214

marked as having no meaning divergence in the 215

REFreSD dataset but do have diverging AMR pairs. 216

The difference highlighted by the AMR pairs is 217

the :time role of reach / atteindre. The English 218

sentence says that no. 1 is reached “within a few 219

weeks” of the release, while the French sentence 220

says that no. 1 is reached the first week of the re- 221

lease (la première semaine). In examples like this 222

one it is made evident that sentence-level diver- 223

gence (as appears in REFreSD) do not capture 224

all meaning differences. 225

We explore the ability to discover semantic diver- 226

gences in sentences either with gold parallel AMR 227

annotations or with automatically parsed AMRs us- 228

ing a multilingual AMR parser, in order to enable 229

the use of this approach on large corpora (consider- 230

ing that AMR annotation requires training). 231

We propose that an approach to detecting di- 232

vergences using AMR will be a stricter, finer- 233

3

(+ first attempt at AMR annotation for French!)



Potential Uses

• Filter out exactly semantically equivalent sentence pairs 

• Decreasing the amount of data that needs to be post-edited by human 
translators or annotated for human evaluation 

• Lessen the amount of annotation necessary for human evaluations of 
text (Saldías et al., 2022) 

• Cross-lingual text reuse detection (plagiarism detection) 

• Translation studies and semantic analyses could also benefit from the 
distinction between semantically equivalent sentence pairs and sentence 
pairs which have subtle or implicit differences (Bassnett, 2013)
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Thanks!
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